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Abstract ⎯ Through the storefront glazing, or the protective security glass of an artwork at 
an exhibition, even the screen of a television set, the portrayed object acquires significant 
magnitude. For such a transformation to occur, the physical attributes of glass are critical. As 
a result, objects from the surrounding environment, including the viewer, are projected onto 
the glass surface along with lights and the objects behind the glass, in a momentary optical 
composition. In contrast, other physical properties of the glass surface, such as its cold 
sense, as well as its stiffness and rigidity as a physical limit, along with its hardness and 
sharpness in case it breaks, preserve the distance between the viewer and the displayed 
objects. In an attempt to further develop on such thoughts, this paper analyses the perceptive 
operations triggered by the interference of a glass surface between an object and the viewer. 
Relevant cases are being examined in which the glass also perpetuates polarizations such as 
between the illusionary and the real, the ephemeral and the permanent, the idol and the 
material as well.  Index Terms ⎯ Marcel Duchamp, object of desire, voyeurism, fetishism, 
Robert Doisneau, Helmut Newton, Richard Hamilton, Issey Miyake, subject/object.  
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Looking through the Large Glass. The crackings of the artwork The Bride Stripped Bare by 
Her Bachelors, Even, by Marcel Duchamp (fig.1), occurred by mistake. The piece is also 
known as Large Glass, as it uses a large glass surface instead of canvas. The artwork was 
shipped on a truck from Brooklyn in 1926 and the movers did not know what they were 
carrying. The two panes were put on top of one another, flat, they bounced for sixty miles into 
Connecticut and the glass was severely cracked. Despite the damage, the artist declared: 

“The more I look at it the more I like the cracks: they are not like shattered glass. 
They have a shape. There is a symmetry in the cracking, the two crackings are 
symmetrically arranged and there is more, almost an intention there, an extra—a 
curious intention that I am not responsible for, a ready-made intention, in other 
words, that I respect and love.” (Sanouillet, Peterson: 1973 127) 

Duchamp was working on the artwork for eight years (1915-23), in order to finally decide 
leaving it unfinished. The use of the glass was artist’s primary choice. As Duchamp describes, 
“with the glass you can concentrate on the figure you want and you can change the 
background if you want by moving the glass” (Naumann 1999: 50-2). The present paper 
focuses first on the choice to use the glass surface as canvas. In the viewing of the artwork, 
objects of the changing background may acquire temporary meanings along with the 
elements of the permanent composition. Such a remark is underlined by the factual 
observation that the original piece and it reproductions were photographed from time to time 
in various backgrounds, in exhibition spaces as well as in private art collections. Additionally, 
by extending the significance of chance in making the crackings (chance is a notion for which 
Duchamp was especially interested), Large Glass may serve as a point of departure for an 
inquiry on the special significance of the glass surface as a medium that amplifies the 
importance of the elements placed behind it; accordingly, we may outline the spatial and 
interpretive relationships that are formed between the viewing subject and the viewed object 
and finally we may restate the controversial significance of the Large Glass crackings. 
The Glass Surface as a Projection Surface. As an object is viewed through a glass surface, 
it often acquires significant magnitude. Meanwhile, the viewer is invited into an illusion that 
may be actualized as he/she possesses the object. Illusion is developed independently from 
the object, far from any of the object’s intrinsic qualities: as soon as the displayed object is 
separated from the glossy frame of the glass surface and enters the world of the other side, 
that of the everyday life, its aura and significance shrink to an ordinary level. 
In such a distinction between illusion and reality, the intervention of the glass surface seems 
to be decisive. The glass surface is the limit and also the physical border between the real 
world and the illusionary one to which the displayed object belongs. Moreover, the more an 
illusion is glitter, the more it becomes fraudulent, as reality is rendered more average. What 
characterizes the distinction between the real world and the illusionary one? What are the 
special attributes of the glass surface that may cause and preserve such a distinction? 
In order to respond to the questions raised above, one needs first to mention the glass 
surface’s special features in the case of the storefront window glass, as other cases of similar 
interest may be brought to mind, such as the protective glass of artifacts in exhibitions, even 
the glass surface of a television set. Respectively, it may be noted that similar observations 
about various implementations of the glass surface may equally involve very different objects, 
such as a product, or a displayed artifact in the museum, even a television star. The 
significant aura of an object placed at a storefront window may be attributed to a large extent 
to the ways in which that object is framed by a constructed context. Illusion is constituted as 
contemplation to a “dreamlike world” to which the object seems to be a part. 
The Significance of the Glass Surface in the Construction of an Illusion. The presence 
of the glass surface between object and viewer is primarily responsible for the development of 
the illusion. The storefront window glass is a typical example. At the Miyake store of Soho in 
New York in year 2001, one would see apparels of the fashion line Pleats (fig.2). The 
storefront composition is very simple: it essentially consists of the product-displayed object 
that is placed above and in front of a neutral floor and background. In an example, an android 
female figure made of glossy material is dressed with one of the distinctive apparels of the 

 



line and a long jacket. The figure is supported by a plastic podium and is projected in front of 
a blurry crystal glass. No other information is included in the composition regarding the 
properties of the product, its price, even the brand name of the company. At first glance, the 
intensity with which elements of the street are being reflected onto the polished crystal is 
striking, including building façades, random pedestrians and prospective customers. The 
same impression is fortified as the street lights mingle with glittering coming from inside, as 
light is the only thing that penetrates the blurry background. 
In the optical composition, elements and lights from the street and the store are projected 
together onto the storefront crystal surface. The reflections are the result of the crystal 
surface’s attributes to reproduce the mirage of the elements that are placed in front of it. Light 
glittering also yields glow to the elements of the composition. With such operations, an illusion 
is fleetingly composed of elements belonging to the storefront window as well as to the street. 
The short physical distance between the viewer, also the elements of the window and the 
reflections on the crystal surface are suggestive of assimilation between the viewer and the 
window setting. In contrast, other properties of the crystal surface, such as its cold sense, 
stiffness, sharpness and rigidity, preserve the separation between the two sides. The 
displayed objects of the storefront window are projected onto the crystal surface along with 
the reflections of the street elements and the viewer. The window elements rather trigger a 
kind of daydreaming, which remains illusionary specifically because of the functioning of the 
transparent crystal as physical limit between the two sides. 
Conjunction between the Real and the Illusionary. The double functioning of the crystal 
surface to separate physically and also to join visually the elements of its two sides may be 
analyzed in the relationship between the viewing subject and the viewed object. Theorist 
Laura Mulvey approaches the relationship between subject and object through the voyeuristic 
gaze of the subject, directed towards the object of its fascination (Mulvey 1989: 17). The 
relationship between subject and object is outlined by the fetishist reception of the object. The 
object is often represented by a female figure that is under the intense gaze of the subject 
viewer, being most often a male. The voyeuristic aspect of the male gaze directed towards 
the woman is intensified in Robert Doisneau’s photograph Un Regard Oublique, in 1948 
(fig.3). That photograph shows a middle-aged couple looking into the window of a picture 
dealer. The woman is concentrated in commenting on a painting, which is seen from the 
back; meanwhile the man’s gaze is slyly directed towards a painting portraying a semi-naked 
young woman in a rather explicit position (Burgin 1996: 64). The couple male-female is 
signified through the voyeuristic aspect of the male gaze. The image of the naked female 
figure is framed by the painting and also by the window; in other words, female nakedness is 
constructed as an illusion that is signified by the frame (a symbol that signifies art as such), 
placed into another illusion that is signified by the window. Such a “double illusion” 
precipitates the male voyeuristic gaze, thus strongly declaring the female naked body as a 
fetish. The fetishistic significance of the female figure is emphasized as the gaze penetrates 
the two filters, the framing of the painting as artwork and the placement of the painting into 
the window. 
For the described effect it is important that the photograph is taken from inside the window. 
As a result, the elements that are placed inside the window, the painting with the female 
naked figure and another one seen from the back, are projected together with the viewing 
couple in front of the background street, also showing the façade of a store with its blinds 
being half closed, also the windows of the apartments of the second floor and random 
pedestrians. The glass separating the interior of the window and the street is hardly 
discernible, as it yields subtle reflections onto the couple and also blurriness of the street 
elements. From the angle that the photograph is taken, the couple is projected in the 
foreground level along with the displayed elements of the window. In the simultaneous 
depiction of the viewer and the displayed elements, theorist Victor Burgin addresses the 
rejoining between subject and object and finally the experience of conjunction between the 
real and the illusionary world, in a visually unified space (Burgin 1996: 64-6, Mulvey 1989: 
57). In other words, the viewers and the displayed objects define the foreground space of the 
photograph, to which subjects and objects both belong. 

 



For such a unification of subject and object, the dissolution of the transparent limit between 
them is crucial. Artist Richard Hamilton describes a similar view in his artwork What Makes 
Today’s Homes So Different, So Appealing? made in 1956 (fig.4). In a collage composition, 
Hamilton demonstrates how the imaginary world overtly suggested by advertisements and the 
media may be absorbed in total into the daily world and vice versa. Daily experience is being 
transformed to its glossy representation and respectively to a live show. The inhabiting couple 
is posing in front of image and sound recording devices that are placed in the lower side of 
the composition and are also implied to be present in front of the work, as the inhabitants 
become clones of the impeccable idols of the star system served by the mass media. The 
man exposes his overdeveloped muscles as a bodybuilder, whereas the positioning and 
expression of the female figure imitates the expression of the female face of the television 
screen. By taking advantage of the signifying directness of the collage technique, Hamilton 
redefines “home” and moreover the activity of “living” being straightforwardly composed by 
tele-advertising and illustrated pages of lifestyle magazines. Besides any critique one may 
apply in regards to the special qualities of Hamilton’s proposal, it is important that the activity 
happens inside the home and especially in the living room. The living room, the space-symbol 
of domesticity, functionality and comfort, also representing the model of the home-as-
machine, is being transformed to a dreamlike space that is specifically reconfigured to meet 
the city inhabitant’s every whim. In an adapted version of Alice in Wonderland, the new 
symbol of the post war metropolitan utopia intrudes into the living room, framed literally and 
metaphorically by the transparent window at the back of the scene, being also represented by 
elements, which would only be declared as “redundant” ones until very recently. Hamilton 
conveys to the living room the ecstatic character of the metropolitan experience meanwhile by 
shattering the window’s main functional purpose as a divider between inside and outside. Τhe 
inside and the outside are diffused to one another; consequently, the subject’s formerly 
private space is absorbed into its own metropolitan fantasy. 
Photographer Helmut Newton further emphasizes on the diffusion of subject and object, in his 
photograph Self-Portrait with June and Models (fig.5), shot at the Vogue studio in Paris, in 
1981. The photographer and his wife appear in the composition along with two female models 
in front of a window that is open to the city. The main theme, the central female figure, poses 
naked at the camera, totally expressing nakedness through a mirror placed at the centre of 
the photographic composition. The photographer’s gaze is undoubtedly voyeuristic, a remark 
underlined by the model’s discarded piece of garment and by the legs with high hills of the 
second model also at the centre of the composition. Contrary to the model’s nakedness, the 
photographer is absurdly overdressed with a raincoat, a typical one for exhibitionists. His wife 
appears at the right corner, sitting on a typical director’s chair – the photographer’s place – 
being rather skeptical, supporting her head with her hand (Burgin 1996: 58-62). Subjects and 
objects are equally projected onto the crystal mirror surface. With the use of the mirror, the 
subject enters into the space of the object in an unlikely coexistence. 
As an attempt to compare Newton’s photograph to Hamilton’s composition, in both cases the 
qualities of the space of subject and object are largely affected by the subject, the object, and 
the other subordinate elements that are present. In Newton’s photograph, the space that is 
reflected on the mirror surface includes the model, thus it remains illusionary to a certain 
extent; meanwhile since the photographer is also reflected on the mirror, the same space can 
also be claimed as a real one. Additionally, in Newton’s photograph the interior space of the 
living room is replaced by Vogue studio. The studio may be explained as the preparatory 
space of publicity directed towards the wider female consuming audience, as well as towards 
the male voyeuristic satisfaction. Such a remark is reinforced by the position of the two 
female models in reference to the pinup girls filling the pages of male interest magazines. 
Similarly, in Hamilton’s collage the man-bodybuilder is almost naked also looking outwards 
directly to the viewer, whereas in Newton’s photograph the man-photographer is overdressed, 
looking indirectly through the camera’s eye, as if he was looking through a keyhole. 
Moreover, in Newton’s photograph the contemptuous expression of his wife and the reflection 
of the photographer in the mirror are reminiscent of the critical separation of subject and 
object, thus the viewing subject is either represented by the male photographer as a voyeur, 
or by his wife. In contrast, in Hamilton’s composition the viewing subject is absorbed along 
with the protagonists of the scene into their fantasy and also their drama, thus being absent in 

 



a way, or it is implied by a photographic camera that could have captured the scene. As a 
result, in the two cases the space defined by the subject and the object is signified differently. 
In Newton’s photograph, subject and object coexist as their spatial relationships, respectively 
the signifying differences and order between them are being preserved, contrary to 
Hamilton’s composition, where the viewing subject is absorbed in the protagonists’ fantasy 
and consequently the space of the subject is essentially diminished. 
As a summary, it may be argued that the glass surface elevates in general the significance of 
the object that is placed behind it. Such a value may be attributed to the properties of the 
glass surface and less to the object in itself. Additionally, with the intervention of the glass 
surface, the subject may be separated by the object. Consequently, the relationship between 
subject and object is redrawn by taking advantage of the glass surface’s special 
characteristics. As one may seek upon the spatial properties of the glass surface, one may 
point at special conditions in which former distinctions such as real from illusionary, also 
subject from object and private from public, are being contested. 
By finally returning to the point where the paper departed and the case of the Large Glass, 
related conclusions may be drawn. Firstly, chance is recorded in the crackings of the crystal, 
further challenging the limit between the real and the illusionary. As a result of the effect of 
natural phenomena upon matter, attrition of any kind is at stake of anything that is real, 
whereas it is generally absent from any figment of imagination. Specifically in the Large 
Glass, crackings make up a special sort of lace, through which the viewer perceives the 
objects that are projected onto the crystal. Contrary to female underwear where a lace raises 
erotic imagination attached to the parts of the female body that it veils, the objects behind the 
Large Glass are projected along with the reminiscence of attrition. Consequently, the 
illusionary significance of the objects behind the glass as the glossy appeal of the idols that 
are projected onto it is terminally undermined. The view of an illusionary situation through the 
cracked crystal is therefore composed along with its traumatic fall into reality, as the 
illusionary and the real are now being diffused to one another. 
Meanwhile, the transparent divider, albeit cracked, it keeps the areas of its two sides 
physically separated. Duchamp, by accepting the crackings of the glass – in fact, in the 
reproduction of the Large Glass for the subsequent work La Valise, in 1941, he kept the 
crackings – the artist extends the impact of attrition from the material world towards any 
creation of the human imagination. In such, he introduces to the viewer a special kind of 
contemplation of reality, one that includes the reflective idol of its own self. That is perhaps in 
order to suggest that any creation of imagination ought to happen along with the attributing of 
real significance and also of criticism to it. What would it mean that the subject’s imagination 
be developed upon judgments and conditions of “objective” reality? Consequently, can 
illusion, a creation of the subconscious, be framed by consciousness? In their first hearing, 
such questions invoke vagueness; meanwhile they are also challenging, as they may be 
suggestive of a very critical area of the intellect, lying somewhere between illusion and reality. 
The present inquiry may at least be suggestive of a framing in which conscious imagination 
could take place. 
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